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How build angle and post-processing impact roughness and
corrosion of additively manufactured 316L stainless steel
Michael A. Melia 1✉, Jesse G. Duran1, Joshua R. Koepke1, David J. Saiz1, Bradley H. Jared 1 and Eric J. Schindelholz2

Additively manufactured austenitic stainless steels exhibit numerous microstructural and morphological differences compared to
their wrought counterparts that will influence the metals corrosion resistance. The characteristic as-printed surface roughness of
powder bed fusion (PBF) stainless steel parts is one of these morphological differences that increases the parts susceptibility to
localized corrosion. This study experimentally determines the average surface roughness and breakdown potential (Eb) for PBF 316L
in 6 surface finished states: as-printed, ground with SiC paper, tumble polished in abrasive media, electro-polished, chemically
passivated, and the application of a contour/re-melt scan strategy. In general, a smaller average surface roughness led to a larger Eb.
The smoothest surface treatments, ground and electro-polished conditions, led to Eb near the materials limit (~+1.0 VAg/AgCl) while
all other surface treatments exhibited significantly lower Eb (~+0.3 VAg/AgCl) The build angle was also shown to impact surface
roughness, where surfaces at high angles from the build direction resulted in larger roughness values, hence lower Eb.
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INTRODUCTION
Most investigations into the corrosion behavior of powder-based
additively manufactured (AM) metal parts aim to compare AM
parts to a wrought counterpart, focusing on how susceptibility to
local corrosion initiation can be increased from the atypical
microstructural features and processing defects found in AM
metals1–16. A recent review by Sander et al. summarizes how some
of these features can cause higher susceptibility toward the
initiation of local corrosion than others and in relation to a
wrought counterpart17. For instance internal part porosity, a
common processing defect, has received significant attention and
was shown to serve as preferential site for corrosion initiation in
chloride solutions by several authors7,9,18–22. Schaller et al. and
Melia et al. empirically showed corrosion to preferentially occur at
lack of fusion pores for powder-based AM austenitic stainless
steels, leading to a reduction in breakdown potential (Eb)
compared to areas excluding this porosity7,20. Several other
examples of microstructural features and processing defects that
have been investigated are; nanoscale oxides/inclusions7,20,23,24,
solute segregation (i.e. cell boundaries, melt pool bound-
aries)7,13,22–29, texture and grain character29, residual stresses3,30,31,
surface roughness18,20,32–35, and porosity7,9,18–22.
Another result of the powder-based AM processes is high

surface roughness, a major concern for AM part reliability and a
characteristic that has received minimal attention with regards to
its impact on corrosion. Currently, most of the aforementioned
corrosion studies investigate samples in a ground surface
condition (planar grinding) with very few addressing how the
as-printed AM surfaces impact corrosion behavior18,20,32–35. The
work by Cabrini et al. showed a reduction in corrosion resistance
and crevice potential for the as-printed surface of the 625 Ni alloy
when compared to a polished surface in 0.6 M NaCl solution18. The
polished AM parts improved corrosion resistance was stated to
stem from a decrease in surface porosity, which served as sites for
crevice corrosion, and from the polishing imparting a less
defective passive oxide film.

Similar studies have investigated the impact of surface rough-
ness on the pitting behavior of stainless steels, mostly via altering
the roughness by changing polishing grit sizes20,36–39. The
consensus from these roughness/corrosion studies was larger
roughness values lead to a higher frequency of metastable pitting,
stemming from more heterogeneous pit initiation sites (at non-
metallic inclusions, high aspect ratio surface features, etc.) on the
rougher surface20,36. For an AM parts surface the large roughness,
high aspect ratio, and tortuous features will exacerbate this pit
initiation frequency effect as compared to a ground or machined
surface18,40. Also the development of aggressive solution chemis-
tries at the bottom of the crevice-like/nodular features will
increase the likelihood a pit will stabilize and propagate when
compared to a smooth surface without these asperities9,41.
The tortuous surface roughness common for all metallic parts

made by powder-based AM techniques has been shown to
increase susceptibility to mechanical and environmental stressors
with the potential for premature failure40,42–44. Bagehorn et al.
shows the added susceptibility to mechanical stressors for a Ti
alloy where the large roughness associated with the as-printed AM
surface caused a reduction in fatigue life compared to an AM
specimen with a machined surface40. For the powder bed fusion
(PBF) technique these sharp, high aspect ratio, nodular features
are formed by the partial melting and adherence of powder
adjacent to the outer most edge of a build layer, as shown in Fig. 1,
leading to “cling-on” features roughly the size of the powder used,
10–45 µm for PBF45,46. The density of partly melted and adhered
powder will depend on the surface’s angle with respect to the
build plate with larger angles and overhung surfaces often
exhibiting more partially melted powder adherence33,45,47–49. This
leads to a difference in roughness and tortuosity with respect to
build orientation/surface build angle as well as processing
parameters50–56.
Recent studies address how best to quantify these powder-

based AM part’s rough surfaces, unique when compared to
conventional materials surface finishes with many undercut, sharp,
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and overhung features47,52. The study by Cabanettes et al.
investigated as-printed surfaces with common metrology tools,
such as the stylus contact and optical profilometry methods52. The
stylus technique was decidedly insufficient for characterizing the
roughness of as-printed surfaces because of data lost to stylus
artifacts. In contrast, optical profilometry was able to qualitatively
and quantitatively differentiate most high aspect ratio features of
the AM surfaces. The areal arithmetic mean height (Sa) was shown
to increase as the sample orientation (build angle) increased and
transferred to down facing surfaces. That said, optical profilometry
is limited by line of sight effects, concealing sharp undercut
features that will be critical to describing stress and environmental
stressors on the as-printed surface57. Recent studies by Fox et al.
and Kim et al. use x-ray computed tomography to more accurately
measure the entire as-printed surface, including these sharp
undercut regions57,58.
Many studies have been performed attempting to alleviate the

large roughness observed on AM parts with several polishing
approaches being explored:

● Electropolishing38,59–67
● Laser surface modifications (re-melting, shock peening, etc.)68–76
● Mechanical surface finishing (planar polishing, tumble polishing,

etc.)20,33,35,40,43,44,77–82
● Chemical polishing83,84
● Investigating multiple techniques, separate and combined78,85,86

All techniques showed reductions in surface roughness of the
AM parts, yet an issue for many of them is their inability to
effectively polish a complex shaped part. Electropolishing presents
itself as a sound method to polish complex shapes, with current
studies by Urlea et al. on building customized cathodes adjacent
to an AM part to improve polishing efficiency64,65. However,
uniform polishing rates will remain an issue for small, high aspect
ratio features that require tight tolerances. The inability to
maintain both finish and surface accuracy is a general challenge
with any polishing process, regardless of the geometrical
complexity47,72,78.
No studies systematically investigate surface roughness’s

impact on an AM metal parts susceptibility to localized corrosion.
There are also few studies that show the impact surface finish
treatments have on AM metal parts and correlates these
treatments to the parts local corrosion susceptibility. The main
thrusts of this work will demonstrate how the surface roughness
of an as-printed PBF 316L part depends on sample geometry and
provide an explanation for how this roughness impacts suscept-
ibility to local corrosion initiation. Additionally, five different
surface finish treatments will show how they can reduce this
susceptibility to local corrosion initiation. Five different surface
finish treatments were performed on the as-printed surface of PBF
316L parts to reduce roughness and/or reduce susceptibility to
local corrosion initiation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sample geometry and surface finish treatments
The samples for this study were made using a PBF technique with
316L stainless steel powder whose processing parameters are
elaborated in the “Methods” section. To investigate the depen-
dence of corrosion behavior on sample orientation (build angle),
samples were built in the shape of parallelepiped prisms, as
shown in Fig. 2. The build angles are labeled in Fig. 2 as top
(normal is parallel to the build direction), side (normal is
perpendicular to the build direction), upskin (normal is 45° from
the build direction), and downskin (normal is 135° from the build
direction). Similar shapes have been utilized in previous studies to
show roughness dependence on build angle52,53,78. Additionally
the parallelepiped prism provides an overhung surface without
support material and large flat surfaces making it easy to perform
electrochemical experiments.
The list in Table 1 summarizes the six surface conditions under

which the PBF parallelepiped prism samples were examined in
this study. Specific process parameters regarding each surface
finish treatment can be found in the “Methods” section.

Surface morphology and microstructure
Secondary electron images of the as-printed, electropolished,
tumble polished, and contour scan strategy with a top surface re-
melt step surfaces are shown Fig. 3 for two of the surface
orientations, top and side. The as-printed top surfaces, Fig. 3a,
exhibited PBF-typical characteristics with distinct melt tracks,
partially fused power particles and balling. Electropolishing to an
approximate depth of 13 um below the lowest point of the as-
printed surface, eliminated these partially fused features, produ-
cing a smooth surface Fig. 3b. Tumble polishing, Fig. 3c, resulted
in partial removal and flattening of the highest asperities. The
material removal from tumble polishing, with proper optimization
could lead to smoother and less tortuous surface roughness,
however these optimizations are out of the scope of this work.
Comparing Fig. 3a, d, the contour/laser re-melting process used a
second laser scan across the entire top surface, and contour
passes around the perimeter of each layer area. This produced

Fig. 1 The powder bed fusion process. A cross-sectional schematic
view of the layer by layer powder bed fusion (PBF) process.

Fig. 2 Sample design. An optical image of the parallelepiped prism
used for this study.

Table 1. Surface finishing treatments.

As-printed

Passivated

Contour scan strategy/surface re-melting

Tumble polished

Electropolished

Ground (planar grinding/polishing)

Wrought sample after grinding
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smoother top surface melt tracks than the single pass strategy
with minimal partially fused powder particles. It also improved the
side surface, again reducing the quantity of partially used powder.
The as-printed side surfaces were expectedly much rougher

than the top surfaces and decorated with a multitude of partially
fused powder particle cling-ons, Fig. 3e, h. The contour scan
strategy was not as effective as it was on the top surface, but it did
appear to reduce the cling-on particle number density Fig. 3h.
Electropolishing the as-printed side orientation produced smooth
surfaces, in Fig. 3f, similar to the electropolished top surface in (b)
but with more dimpling. The dimpling was likely caused by the
much rougher starting surface and deeper cavities. Tumble
polishing had the same effect on the side surfaces, in Fig. 3g, as
it did on the top surface (c). The upskin and downskin as-printed
surfaces shown in Supplementary Figure 1 were similar in
appearance to the sides but with different degrees of roughness.
Electropolishing and tumble polishing of these surfaces produced
similar results to the sides as well. A PBF 316L planar ground
surface is shown in Supplementary Fig. 1(i), this surface

morphology was the same for all build angles and when
comparing wrought to PBF.
Cross sections of all sample surface treatments and along each

build angle were imaged using backscattered electron (BSE)
microscopy and electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD), shown
in Fig. 4 for the side orientation. All other cross-sectioned
specimens with different surface finishes and orientations are
presented in the Supplementary Figs 2–4. The cross-section
viewpoint has the advantage over top down views because
features which are undercut, common for the nodular powder
features, can be seen. The nodular and balled features caused by
partially fused powder particles are shown for the as-printed
surface in Fig. 4a. Similar to the surface images, the electropol-
ished sample in Fig. 4c shows no partially fused powder features
and a few dimples (smooth craters on the surface). These surface
asperities were again shown to not be completely removed by
tumble polished or contour scan/re-melting surface treatment,
shown in Fig. 4e, g, respectively.

Fig. 3 Images of the sample surfaces. Secondary electron images of the surfaces for the a–d top and e–h side orientations with varying
surface finishes; a, e as-printed, b, f electro-polished, c, g tumble polished, d, h contour scan/re-melting.

Fig. 4 Images and EBSD maps of surface cross-sections. BSE images (a, c, e, and g) and inverse pole figure maps (b, d, f, and h) of the
surfaces in cross-section for the side orientation. The four surface finishes are shown in a, b as-printed, c, d electro-polished, e, f tumble
polished, g, h contour scan/re-melting.
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Numerous overlapping, sharp, and overhung features can be
seen for the as-printed, tumble polished, and contour scan
strategy sample cross-sections where the partially fused powder
resides, producing small gaps and pockets on the surface. Such
features were abundant for the side, upskin, and downskin
orientations, while the top orientation was generally free of them.
Common for PBF metals, these features have been investigated
from the cross-section perspective by others because optical, top
down, analysis techniques cannot capture them52,54. The areas
where metal is overlapping itself may lead to crevice-like corrosion
environments, similar to lack of fusion porosity. These regions can
increase a parts susceptibility to corrosion initiation and lead to
severe localized corrosion, on normally passive metals7,20.
The inverse pole figure maps for each of these samples show

the nodular features to typically have a small grain sizes (<10 μm),
shown in Fig. 4b for the as-printed condition, likely derived from
the original powder particle microstructure87. The bulk AM
material, ~50 μm below the surface, shows a typical PBF 316L
microstructure with large (>20 μm) elongated, columnar grains
and at higher magnifications (not shown), the dislocation cell sub-
structure with solute (Cr/Mo) segregation, similar to what others
have observed88. The pole figure map for the electro-polished
sample, in Fig. 4d, shows no signs of the small grained regions
verifying the partially fused powder was completely removed
during electro-polishing. The contour scan/re-melted specimen in
Fig. 4h shows small grains in the partially fused powder, similar to
the as-printed sample or from the rapid cooling associated with
the re-melting process. The tumble polished sample, in Fig. 4f also
exhibits small grains along with heavily deformed regions at the
surface (not able to be indexed with EBSD, top left of Fig. 4f)
suggesting the partially fused powder was mechanically deformed
by the ceramic polishing media.
Local chemical heterogeneities of the as-printed surface were

characterized by energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) mapping,
shown in Fig. 5. This was initially performed because of BSE
images showing dark regions corresponding to the interfaces
between melt pool tracks or splatter, as shown in Fig. 5a. The EDS
maps show these dark regions to primarily consist of Mn, Si, Al,
and O, which are also the typical constituents of the nanoscale
oxide inclusions dispersed throughout the AM stainless steel
microstructures87,89–91. These layers of oxygen rich compounds in
between each melt pool were observed for all orientations of the
as-printed samples as well as for the contour scan strategy and

tumble polished specimens. Similar oxygen rich layers were
removed by the electro-polishing and grinding processes, not
clearly observed in the bulk of the AM specimens, an example of
this is shown in Supplementary Fig. 5.

Roughness and electrochemical analysis
To quantify roughness of the AM samples, the areal arithmetic
mean height (Sa) and areal peak height (Sz) were measured with a
white light interferometer, summarized in Fig. 6. Both surface
roughness metrics are commonly used in industry and expected
to exhibit quantifiable differences between the different surface
treatments, with the Sz metric expected to help identify surfaces
with high aspect ratio features (unfused powder). These rough-
ness measurements were performed at the center of 8 samples for
each surface finish and build angle. Representative topography
maps for the top orientation are shown in Fig. 6a–d with the side,
upskin, and downskin orientations shown in the Supplementary
Fig. 6. The red colored features shown in Fig. 6a are areas where
partially fused powder is present on the surface, which is less
noticeable on the other surface finishes in the top orientation. For
the other build angles in the Supplementary Fig. 6 similar red
features are prominent on the as-printed and contour scan
strategy surfaces with the electro-polished and tumble polished
showing few tall asperities.
The low number of tall structures in the topography maps

tended to correspond with smaller Sa values showing the trend for
the Sa measurements, in Fig. 6e, to be as-printed > contour scan/
re-melted > tumble polished > electro-polished, for all build
angles. The build angle also exhibits a trend with the top
orientations showing the smallest Sa values, the side and upskin
orientations exhibiting slightly larger and similar Sa values, and the
downskin orientations Sa measurements displaying the largest
average magnitude for any given surface treatment. These trends
do not hold for Sz measurements in Fig. 6f where the only surface
finish showing some reduction in Sz values are the electro-
polished specimens for the top and upskin orientations, while all
other measurements have an Sz value of ~150 μm. This suggests
the Sa value is more adept at distinguishing between surfaces
different surface topologies while the Sz value will consider all
surfaces similar if even one peak and one valley combination from
an otherwise smooth surface (electro-polished samples) are on the
same length scale as a surface with hundreds of peaks and valleys
(as-printed/tumble polished/contour scan/re-melted samples).

Fig. 5 Chemical map of as-printed surface. BSE image and EDS map of as-printed Top surface showing oxide deposited during PBF process.
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Representative potentiodynamic measurements for the top and
side orientations and summarized Eb values are shown in Fig. 7.
The rougher surface’s (as-printed, contour scan/re-melted, tumble
polished, passivated) potentiodynamic measurements, presented
in Fig. 7a, b, corroborate the mechanism proposed by previous
work. Burstein et al. showed an increase in roughness led to easier
breakdown of passivity for stainless steel via an increase in
number of potential metastable pit initiation sites36. The other
surface orientations show similar results, in Supplementary Fig. 7.
These potentiodynamic measurements show increased meta-
stable pitting activity, i.e. spikes in current density in the passive
region, for the rough surface finishes. Similar metastable pitting
events were not commonly detected on the smoother electro-
polished and ground samples.
Another factor that will impact the breakdown of passivity and

increase the likelihood for stabilizing pit growth stems from the
Galvele pit stability criterion (x.i)36,41. A larger diffusion length (x)
for the anolyte, controlled on the rougher surfaces by the sharp
overhung features (10–50 μm deep), would require a lower current
density (i) to transition a pit from metastable to stable. In Fig. 4 the
number of sharp overhung features, which control the severity of
the diffusion path, for a given surface finish correlates well with
the specimens Eb, with the lowest number of overhung features
on the electro-polished sample having the largest Eb. These
mechanisms, increased metastable pitting frequency and a lower
current density critical to stabilize pitting, are likely the main
contributors to the increased pitting susceptibility (low Eb) for the
rougher surfaces. Additionally, this pit stability criterion effect can
be exacerbated by the development of an occluded differential
aeration cell which may occur under open circuit conditions, in
real world scenarios, formed in the overhung features on these
rough surfaces7,20,92.
The trend for averaged Eb values in Fig. 7c is generally the

opposite compared to the Sa measurements in Fig. 6e, with an
increase in Eb as the Sa value is reduced. For every build angle, the
electro-polished samples exhibited the largest Eb values (exclud-
ing ground) compared to the other surface finishes. All
comparisons were made using a two-tailed, unequal variance,
Student’s t-test with a p-value < 0.05 disproving the null hypoth-
esis. The only exception was the top orientation of the contour
scan strategy samples which exhibited a statistically similar

(p-value= 0.06) average Eb value to electro-polished in the top
orientation. The electro-polished specimen in the side (p-value=
0.41) and upskin (p-value= 0.26) orientations were statistically
similar to ground in the same orientation while the top (p-value=
0.04) and downskin (p-value= 1.2 × 10−5) orientations were
statistically different compared to the ground specimens, ground
surfaces having a larger Eb than electro-polished samples.
Comparing the orientation dependence of the Eb for a given

surface finish, in Fig. 7c, shows the top orientation for as-printed,
tumble polished, contour scan strategy/re-melt, and passivated
surface conditions are all statistically different (p-value < 0.05) than
the other three orientation’s Eb. There are two exceptions;
comparing the top to the side orientation for the AP and P
surface finishes. The electro-polished and ground samples show
no statistically significant differences when comparing the top
orientation to the other three build angles, suggesting there is no
dependence of the as-printed microstructure at different build
orientations on the corrosion response when polished to a smooth
surface. Additionally, the downskin Sa value for electropolished
samples is similar to the side and upskin values for as-printed and
contour scan specimens, however, the Eb remains large likely
caused by a lack of “cling-on” features.
The relations between Sa/Sz and Eb are plotted in Fig. 8, regardless

of build angle. A plateau in Eb is expected at ~1.2 VAg/AgCl, roughly
where the ground and electro-polished surface treatment measure-
ments reside. All other surface finishes Eb fall below this plateau,
trending to the OCP value (−0.26 to −0.01 VAg/AgCl) of 316L as the
Sa/Sz magnitude increases. The trend seen for the Sa vs. Eb plot,
Fig. 8a, approaches linearity with moderate correlation (R2= 0.57)
between Sa and Eb. The tumble polished samples act as the largest
outliers for the Sa vs. Eb case, exhibiting lower Eb values than
expected given their relatively low Sa values. When the tumble
polished specimen measurements are removed from the data set,
the linear relationship correlation between Sa and Eb becomes
stronger (R2= 0.71). A poor correlation (R2= 0.25) was found
between Sz and Eb, in Fig. 8b, not shown to exhibit the same linear
behavior as the Sa vs. Eb, with a cluster of Eb and Sz measurements
between 0.0–1.2 VAg/AgCl and 120–200 μm, respectively.
The Eb of the AM 316L electro-polished and ground surfaces are

shown to be statistically larger (p-value < 0.05) than the Eb
measurements from wrought 316L samples in Fig. 8. Similar

Fig. 6 Surface roughness measurements. Representative white light interferometry measurements of a as-printed (AP), b electro-polished
(E), c tumble polished (T), d contour scan/re-melting (C) surface treatments with the summary of e average surface roughness (Sa), and f peak-
to-height (Sz) measurements from each surface finish and build angle. Error bars represent one standard deviation while the individual
symbols show all data for a given condition to show spread.
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results have been observed for other AM/PBF 316L materials1,9.
The explanation given for the increase in Eb for the AM materials is
still under investigation with the suspected reason stemming from
a refinement of the non-metallic inclusions, commonly shown to
act as pit initiation sites.

Roughness and overhung/cling-on features are portrayed here
as the major contributor to passivity breakdown, however several
features, elaborated on in the Introduction, associated with the as-
printed surface may impact the initiation and propagation of
corrosion or other degradation modes (stress corrosion cracking,

Fig. 8 Relationship between breakdown potential and surface roughness. Scatter plots of Eb with respect to roughness measurements, a Sa
and b Sz. The Eb and roughness measurements for a ground surface of wrought 316L is shown. Error bars represent one standard deviation for
all measurements.

Fig. 7 Breakdown potential measurements. Representative potentiodynamic measurements for all surface treatments in the a top and
b side build angles with the summary of Eb in c. Error bars represent one standard deviation while the individual symbols show all data for a
given condition to show spread, the data for passivation (P) is also presented. The horizontal dashed lines in c represent the average Eb for the
ground condition. The Eb measurements for the ground surface of the wrought ground 316L is shown in a, b.
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H-embrittlement, mech. fracture, etc.). Microstructural features
associated with the partially fused powder, smaller grain size/
differing chemical heterogeneities than the bulk, could lead to
different electrochemical properties than the fully melted part and
exacerbate the local corrosion initiation frequency and in addition
to occluded cell effects93. Similarly, for tumble polished samples,
the deformed layer, if not completely covering the surface, could
lead to a local change in OCP caused by cold working of stainless
steel, leading to a potential galvanic couple94,95.
The polarization measurements in Fig. 9 attempt to separate the

impact surface oxides, formed at the liquid metal/processing gas
interface, have on the Eb from roughness effects. After a cathodic
potentiostatic hold (at−1.5 VAg/Agcl for 10 min), to cathodically
reduce Cr and Fe oxides from the surface, a potentiodynamic
measurement was performed on an as-printed and electro-
polished sample in the side orientation96,97. The impact surface
oxides had on the potentiodynamic measurements can be seen
for both specimen at potentials near OCP, showing order of
magnitude reductions in current density signifying the loss of a
surface film that was providing some additional passive response
(suspected to be Cr/Fe surface oxides formed during processing,
NOT the thicker Si/Al/Mn rich oxide shown in Fig. 5).
The as-printed sample after oxide removal (dashed line in Fig.

9a) shows a reduction in Eb compared to the experiment
performed without cathodic polarization, suggesting the surface
oxides formed during the PBF process have some beneficial effect
on the corrosion resistance of the as-printed surface. This change
is likely caused by the roughness dominated effects of local
corrosion initiation, however there could be several underlying,
convoluting factors with respect to roughness effects such as the
IR potential drop effects that occur on the rough surface. In
contrast, the smoother electro-polished sample in Fig. 9b showed
no change in its Eb after oxide removal (assumed to be complete
after the 10 min cathodic hold). If the current density shifting to
lower values near the Ecorr indicates complete oxide removal then
this is further indication that tortuosity and roughness control, to a
first order, the susceptibility of AM metal parts to local corrosion
initiation. Fathi et al. observed a similar response for an AM
AlSi10Mg alloy, showing the rough as-printed condition to have
superior corrosion resistance (larger Eb) compared to a polished
specimen at short immersion times in a NaCl solution, suggested
to be caused by surface oxides formed during the AM process35.
However, at longer immersion times the as-printed condition
demonstrated lower corrosion resistance than the ground
condition, similar to what is shown here.

Implications
The as-printed surface morphology is extremely rough which
showed a strong correlation to increased pitting corrosion
susceptibility. However, the results from this study are encoura-
ging. Grinding and electro-polishing were viable options for
smoothing the surface roughness of flat surfaces, and reducing
the susceptibility to pit initiation via the increased Eb to a state
superior to wrought 316L. Grinding is not a viable option for
polishing complex AM parts, such as truss/lattice structures, in
contrast to electro-polishing which remove the tortuous asperities
and has the potential to address polishing of complex geometries.
Some of these issues for electro-polishing complex shapes are
being addressed by other groups such as Urlea et al. They have
shown if cathodes are built along side the complex shaped part,
creating a custom cathode for each part so electro-polishing can
be done more efficiently and hopefully improve the parts
tolerance limits64,65.
The other surface treatment routes in this study provide mixed

results. Passivation of the as-printed part was underwhelming,
providing minimal increase in Eb. While optimization to the
procedures could be made, the primary driving force for increased
pit susceptibility continues to be surface topology. Tumble
polishing did provide a reduction in Sa, however, the remaining
overhung features persisted and likely led to increased pit
susceptibility, lower Eb. That said, tumble polishing may be viable
with added optimization, possibly increasing the polishing time to
remove more material so the tortuous features are completely
removed or changing the polishing media to something that more
efficiently cleaves high aspect ratio asperities. Finally the contour
scan strategy/surface re-melting (without parameter optimization)
proved to only significantly improve the corrosion resistance of
the top build surface, having minimal impact on the roughness
and corrosion behavior of the other build angles98.
This study investigates how the as-printed surface of powder

bed fusion (PBF) 316L stainless steel parts, at four build angles,
and several surface finishing treatments (passivation, contour scan
strategy/re-melting, tumble polish, electropolish, and planar
grinding) impact the surface roughness and susceptibility to
initiation of localized corrosion in a quiescent 0.6 M NaCl solution.
The major takeaway was an increase in average surface roughness
(Sa) resulted in a general decrease in breakdown potential (Eb),
suggesting an increased susceptibility to the initiation of localized
corrosion for rougher AM metal surfaces. The Sa was build angle
dependent, showing a maximum value for the downskin sample
orientations and a minimum for the top orientation, regardless of
surface finish treatment. This build angle dependence was
predicated on the quantity of partially fused powder cling-ons

Fig. 9 Breakdown potential after cathodic polarization. Anodic potentiodynamic polarization measurements for a as-printed and b electro-
polished specimens, after a 1 h OCP (solid line) or a cathodic potentiostatic hold at −1.5 VAg/AgCl (dashed line).
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with the more overhung build surface generally having more
partially fused powder. This increase to Sa and amount of partially
fused powder also led to a decrease in Eb with the minimum values
for all surface finish treatments shown for the downskin orientation.
The increased susceptibility to localized corrosion (low Eb) for the
rougher surfaces stemmed from an increased metastable pitting
frequency and lower current density critical to stabilize pits.
Other key takeaways from this study are the impact from

passivation of an as-printed surface minimally impacts the
corrosion susceptibility. The addition of a contour scan strategy/
surface re-melt did reduce the Sa regardless of build angle, largely
reducing the overall number of “cling-on” features. That said these
Sa reductions did not significantly impact the Eb. Tumble polishing
exhibited large reductions in Sa values, regardless of build angle,
with respect to the as-printed surfaces. However, the Eb was not
increased significantly with respect to the as-printed samples
because tumble polishing failed to remove the tortuous sharp,
partially fused powder, features which were the main culprit in
causing susceptibility to localized corrosion initiation.
Finally, the electropolishing and planar grinding surface finish

treatments provided the largest reductions in Sa and increase to
Eb, regardless of surface build angle, for simple shaped AM metal
parts. The electro-polishing treatment may provide a robust
approach for reducing surface roughness, removing tortuous
surface features, and reducing susceptibility to localized corrosion
for complex AM metal part designs.

METHODS
Materials and additive manufacturing
The 316L stainless steel powder was provided by (3D Systems). A PBF
technique was performed on a 3D Systems ProX DMP 200 to create a total
of 48 parallelepiped prism samples on three separate 316L build plates
(16 samples per plate). A cross-section schematic of the PBF layered build
process is presented in Fig. 1. The processing parameters for all samples
are summarized in Table 2, to produce high density (>99%) stainless steel
parts. The parallelepiped prism samples were built with a 45° angle to the
build plate normal, as shown in Fig. 2a, and an edge length of 1.5 cm. The
surface orientations top, side, upskin, and downskin, are labelled in Fig. 2b
on an as-printed sample; this nomenclature is taken from previous
studies45,47. The raster scan pattern for each square layer was rotated 90°
every layer, repeating every 5th layer. General chemistry for the PBF 316L
parts is shown in Table 3, performed by NSL Analytical Services with
inductively coupled plasma— optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) and
a LECO Corp. combustion tool.

Surface finish treatments
Initially, 32 of the 48 parallelepiped prism samples (two build plates) were
in the as-printed condition. The other 16 samples had a contour scan
strategy/re-melting incorporated into the build where after a layer was
built, the outer edge was re-melted using a laser power of 33W and a scan

velocity of 160mm/s prior to covering it with more powder98. The use a
contour scan strategy is commonly incorporated into scan strategies and
an approach to minimize roughness98–100. Once the samples were
complete, the entire top surface was re-melted using the same scan
pattern as the final raster pass. Eight of the AP samples were tumble
polished for 3 h in a Burr King vibratory chamber (model M25) at a pulse
rate of 2000 per min. Fast cutting ceramic media was used at sizes of, 4 ×
4mm, 4 × 8mm, and 10 × 10mm, simultaneously, from Royson Engineer-
ing Company.
Prior to applying any additional surface finish treatments or material

characterization the as-printed, contour scan strategy, and tumble polished
samples were ultra-sonicated for 5 min in a 1 vol% VWR hand soap/
ultrapure Millipore water (18.2 MΩ cm) deionized (DI) water solution
followed by a 5min sonication in acetone. Sample were rinsed with
methanol and dried with house nitrogen gas.
Eight of the as-printed samples were electropolished. Prior to

electropolishing a Cu wire was attached to the samples surface cut from
the build plate with silver conductive epoxy adhesive (MG Chemical Ltd.,
Ontario Canada) and covered with 5min epoxy (Devcon, Ontario Canada).
Electro-polished samples were fully immersed in a solution of 50 vol%
phosphoric acid, 20 vol% sulfuric acid, and 30 vol% DI water. A platinized
Nb mesh cage was used as the counter electrode which surrounded the 5
exposed faces of the parallelepiped prism. The electro-polishing took place
over 12min at 5 A (4.9 V), which correlates to ~500mA/cm2. The polarity
was reversed every 2min, for 10 s, to reduce the oxide formed on the
samples during polishing. Anywhere from 10 to 20 μm of material
(including the partially fused powder) was removed after the 12min
electro-polishing process. Tumble and electro-polishing of the as-printed
samples were chosen as the two approaches with great potential to
effectively polish a complex part, post-build64,82,101,102.
Eight of the AP samples were chemically passivated according to ASTM

A967/A967M-17103. Each sample was individually immersed in a 45 vol%
nitric acid, 55 vol% DI water solution for 30min followed by a thorough
rinse with DI water. Samples were then placed in a solution of 5 wt% NaOH
solution at 70 °C for 30min followed by a 5min ultra sonication in DI water.
The sample was then dried with house nitrogen gas. Passivation was
chosen as it is a common surface treatment performed on wrought
stainless steels.
After all roughness and electrochemical experiments were performed on

the as-printed, contour scan strategy, tumble polished, electro-polished,
and passivated samples, six samples were randomly selected from each lot
and had all surfaces ground with SiC paper to a 1200 grit finish. Roughness
and electrochemical experiments were then performed on the ground
samples for all surface orientations.

Surface roughness measurement
Surface roughness measurements for all surface finishes and orientations
were taken optically using white light interferometry (Zygo,NexView, USA).
The coherence scanning interferometry (CSI) mode was used with a 20x
objective lens (1× zoom lens, FOV: 0.42 × 0.42mm, 0.407 µm lateral
resolution). An area (1 × 1mm) near the center of each surface face was
stitched together from ~12 measurements with a 3 × 3 Gaussian denoising
filter (no other filters we used). Roughness values corresponding to
average surface roughness (Sa) and maximum surface peak/depth (Sz),
were extracted from a 1 × 0.75mm area using the surface metrology
software, MountainsMap® V 7.4, according to ISO 25178. Each measure-
ment was corrected for general tilt. All 8 samples for each surface
condition were measured.

Electrochemical measurements
Prior to electrochemical measurements a copper wire was connected to
the cut surface (build plate) of each sample with silver conductive epoxy,
same as for the electro-polishing process. Electrochemical tests were
carried out using a standard three electrode cell with a Pt mesh counter
electrode and a Ag/AgCl (saturated KCl) reference electrode (+0.197 V vs. SHE).

Table 2. PBF processing parameters.

Laser power (W) 110

Laser velocity (mm/s) 1400

Layer thickness (μm) 30

Laser focus offset (mm) +1

Average power diameter (μm) 12

Table 3. Composition of 316L as-printed part.

Composition (wt%) Al C Cr Fe Mn Mo Ni N O P Si S

As-printed 0.003 ±
0.0005

0.017 ±
0.003

17.3 ±
0.35

67.2 ±
0.34

1.07 ±
0.12

2.16 ±
0.2

11.1 ±
0.22

0.093 ±
0.014

0.063 ±
0.0094

0.019 ±
0.0029

0.65 ±
0.098

0.009 ±
0.001
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A Viton o-ring was attached to the surface of interest with quickset epoxy
to reduce the likelihood of crevice corrosion, exacerbated by the rough
surfaces. No samples showed signs of crevice corrosion under the epoxy
mask. The o-ring was attached to the corrosion cell with quickset epoxy.
The exposed area varied from sample to sample and was measured using a
Keyence digital microscope and ranged from 0.06 to 0.637 cm2.
Anodic potentiodynamic polarization measurements were carried out to

determine each samples breakdown potential (Eb) on a Biologic VMP300
multichannel potentio/galvanostat. Prior to the potentiodynamic measure-
ment samples were immersed at open circuit potential (OCP) for 1 h in a
quiescent 0.6 M NaCl solution at 21 ± 1 °C. The potentiodynamic measure-
ments started 20mV below the samples OCP and scanned at a rate of
0.167mV/s in the anodic direction to +1.5 VAg/AgCl or the experiment was
stopped when a current density of 10–2 A/cm2 was reached. In all, 6–8 tests
were carried out for each orientation and for each surface finish.
Anodic potentiodynamic polarization measurements were also carried

out after a cathodic potentiostatic hold for select as-printed and electro-
polished samples in the side orientation. These experiments were used to
determine the Eb of surfaces after their surface oxides, which formed
during processing, have been removed. The samples were briefly placed at
OCP for 10 s and then held for 10min at a cathodic potential of−1.5 VAg/AgCl
followed by an anodic potentiodynamic measurement using the same
parameters noted above.

Microstructure characterization
Specimens were prepared to observe the microstructure for each build
angle surface in cross-section. These specimens were mounted in epoxy
and polished to a mirror finish using successively finer SiC grit paper
followed by a two-step vibratory polish using a 0.3-μm Al2O3 slurry for 24 h
followed by a 0.04-μm SiO2 slurry for 24 h. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) was used to image, in secondary and backscattered electron
imaging modes, the rough surfaces and mounted cross-section samples. A
Zeiss Supra 55-VP field emission SEM equipped with an Oxford Instruments
X-Max SDD EDS detector and an Oxford Symmetry EBSD was used for all
SEM work. A working distance of 10mm and accelerating voltage of 20 kV
were used for all SEM imaging and analysis.
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